Faster, Better, More Economical Data Extraction and Loading
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Key Features:
Actively Land and Stage your data with no costly development.
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Built-in best practice design and Change Data Capture mechanisms
for all components of Data Staging
Enhanced operational metadata and dashboard to give you better insights
Immediate data availability from any source to any target

USER

Metadata driven, designed to handle changes in data structures
A2B Data™ is designed to save time and resources
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and gain immediate analytic ROI on your data.
It makes sense that by getting data where it needs to
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be in minutes instead of days or weeks, the
value of your data can be realized far more quickly.
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“Using A2B Data™, we are currently processing updates to over
3,100 tables across our development, QA, and production
environments. A2B Data™ quickly and accurately processes data in
our operational systems to update our data warehouses daily. We
also quickly converted hundreds of processes from an expensive
ETL tool to A2B Data™ in a matter of minutes. For data,
A2B Data™ is our first choice”.
- HEALTHCARE DATA WAREHOUSE MANAGER

WHY A2B DATA™?

DOWNLOAD

Staging data with data integration software requires a

Everyone who sees A2B Data™ in action is impressed with the

multitude of developers, extreme organization, and

accuracy and speed of the processes. Give us the opportunity

excessive time. A2B Data™ is a data staging utility that

to show you how efficiently A2B Data™ quickly

eliminates these requirements by extracting and loading

handles your data staging needs. Visit our community site to download

source data quickly and efﬁciently to your target,

and use the product in production, the first 50 tables are free.

eliminating expensive overhead.
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